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Abstract 

Coupled Processes in Single Fractures, 
Double Fractures and Fractured Porous Media 

Chin-Fu Tsang 

Earth Sciences Division 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

University of California 
Berkeley, California 94720 

The emplacement of a nuclear waste repository in a fractured porous medium provides a heat source of 
large dimensions over an extended period of time. It also creates a large cavity in the rock mass, changing 
significantly the stress field. Such major changes induce various coupled thermohydraulic, hydromechanic 
and hydrochemical transport processes in the environment around a nuclear waste repository. 

The present paper gives, first, a general overview of the coupled processes involving thermal, mechani
cal, hydrological and chemical effects. Then investigations of a number of specific-coupled processes are 
described in the context of fluid flow and transport in a single fracture, two intersecting fractures and a frac
tured porous medium near a nuclear waste repository. The results are presented and discussed. 

Introduction to Coupled Processes 

The assessment of the long-term performance of a nuclear waste repository involves the evaluation of 
the travel time and rate of transport of radioactive elements from the repository to the accessible environ
ment. This evaluation involves understanding the combined effects of many different processes that may 
affect such transport. These combined or coupled processes are initiated or induced by the large perturba
tions to the rock mass due to the emplacement of a nuclear waste repository. The rock mass is perturbed in 
two ways. First, the nuclear waste repository represents a heat source of large dimensions over an extended 
period of time. Thermally induced buoyancy and rock expansion effects do not depend directly on the value 
of temperature rise, but on the integrated heat input into the system. Thus, a relatively low temperature 
rise over a large volume and a long period of time could cause major buoyancy effects. Second. the reposi
tory represents a large cavity constructed out of the rock mass, changing significantly the original stress dis
tribution. 

The coupled processes induced by these drastic changes involve mainly four different effects, namely, 
thermal (T), hydrological (H), mechanical (M) and chemical (C). Among these four, there can be only 11 
(i.e .• 24-5) types of couplings of various levels of importance. These are listed in Table I, which also indi
cates one example for each of these couplings. It may be useful to draw definite distinctions between 
different degrees of coupling in order to clarify what we mean by coupled processes. Table II displays 
schematically several possible connections between processes. The fully uncoupled processes conceptually 
have negligible influence or effect on one another, so that they can be evaluated independently. The sequen
tial case implies that one process depends on the final state of another so that the order in which they are 
evaluated becomes important . 

The one-way coupled processes demonst.rate a continuing effect of one or more processes on the others, 
so that their mutual influences change over time. The two-way coupling (or feedback coupling) reveals a 
continuing reciprocal interaction among different processes, and represents in general the most complex form 
of coupling. In this study, the term coupled processes refers to either the one-way or the two (or more) way 
couplings among the physical processes considered. 

In many studies for the performance assessment of a nuclear waste repository, some of these coupled 
processes, such as buoyancy flow in a porous medium, have been addressed. However the value of consider
ing these coupled processes in an overall way as suggested by Tsang (1980, 1985) and Tsang and coworkers 
(1982) lies in the comprehensiveness in the consideration of all possible coupled processes that may occur. 
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Coupled Processes 

Table I 

Type. of Coupled Proceaaea 
(T == Thermal. M - Mechanical, H == Hydrological, C == Chemical; 

eiDgle line indicate. weak coupliDg, double line, strong coupling) 

Type Example. 

T=C e.g. phase cha.nges 

T=H e.g. buoyancy How 

T=M e.g. thermally induced fractures 

H .... C e.g. solution a.nd precipitation 

H=M e.g. hydraulic rracturing 

C-M e.g. stress corrosion 

T E.g. chemic:~ re:!.ctions a.nd transport 

C~H in hydrothermal systems 

T e.g. thermomechanic:!.1 effects with 

~C change or mechanical strengths due to 
thermOchemical transformation 

T e.g. therm:!.lly induced hydromechallical 

lv~H behav ior or rractured rocks 

M e.g. hydromechanical effects in fractures 

C~H th:l.t may inlluence chemic:!.1 transport 

T~H e.g. chemic:!.1 reactions and tra.nsport in 
rractures under thermal and hydraulic 

M C loading 

Chin-Fu Tsang 

Thus one hopes that all significant coupled processes will be properly evaluated in the performance assess
ment. The safety of a nuclear waste repository presents a problem of unusual requirements to the scientific 
and engineering communities. One is required to make predictions thousands of years into the future and 
one is also required to predict not just the mean arrival time of radionuclides which may have escaped Crom 
the repository, but also the early arrival times at low concentrations. With these extraordinary requirements, 
coupled processes that may usually be neglected may become of significance. In a panel report devoted to 
this discussion (LBL, 1084), a few of the oCten ignored coupled processes were pointed out. One example is 
the piping effect, i.e., the formation of fluid flow tubes due to pressure induced chemical dissolution and other 
processes. Such an effect is known in the fields of mining and soil mechanics, but is not much addressed in 
the nuclear waste storage problem. Another example is the osmotic effects (thermal osmosis and chemical 
osmosis), which may have significant control of radionuclide transport through clay backfill materials, thus 
having important impact on the source term for the geosphere transport modeling. A recent international 
symposium (LBL, 1085) surveyed many of the coupled processes and discussed their significance. Many of 
the papers in this symposium have been updated and will be a good source of information on this subject 
(Tsang, 1087). 
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Coupled Processes 

Table n 

Diagrams or Uncoupled and Coupled Processell 

(T = Thermal, M = ~fechanical, II = Hydrological, C = Chemical) 

Fully Uncoupled 

Sequential, e.g. 

One-way Coupling, e.g. 

Tw~way Coupling, e.g. 
(Feedback Coupling) 

T 

! 
T_ 

T 

Uncoupled Processes 

M H 

! ! 
M_ H-

Coupled Procellses 

C· H 

Chin-Fu TS:lIlg 

C 

! 
C-

M 

The present paper will describe results of investigations by the group at Berkeley on a number of cou
pled processes for the case of a single fracture, two intersecting fractures and fractured porolls media. The 
topics are: 

(1) Tracer transport in a single fracture under stress, based on the channel model. 

(2) Hydrothermal buoyancy How in two intersecting fractures. 

(3) Modeling of non-isothermal bydrofracturing of a porous reservoir. 

(4) Thermohydromechanical process in a fractured porous medium around a heat source. 

Alter the discussion of these results, a few brief conclusions and comments will conclude the paper. 

Solute Transport in a Single Fradure Under Stress Based on the Channel Model 

In this first example, we shall consider the transport of chemical solute through a water-saturated single 
fracture under mechanical stress (Tsang and Tsang, 10S6). The flow through each fracture is most com
monly treated as the How through a pair of smooth parallel plates separated by a constant aperture, and thus 
the fluid flow rate varies as the cube of the. constant separation. However, a real fracture in rock masses has 
rough-walled surfaces, and, unlike parallel plates, portions of the fracture may be blocked by filling material 
or closed when subjected to normal stress. As a matter of fact, it is the blockag~s or contacts between upper 
and lower surfaces of a fracture that provide a correlation between normal mechanical stress variations and 
the fluid flow that is controlled by fracture aperture closure (Tsang and Witherspoon, 1081, 1083). 
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Coupled Processes Chin-Fu T:;ang 

Theoretical studies (Tsang. 1984) have shown that only at low applied stress, when fracture is essentially 
open, does the parallel-plate idealization of a rock fracture adequately describe fluid t1ow. Because of the 
contact areas between fracture surfaces and constrictions of the fracture subject to stress, flow through a sino 
gle fracture takes place in a few channels which are tortuous, have variable apertures along their lengths. and 
which mayor may not intersect each other. 

Evidence that· flow takes place in channels also occurs in field and laboratory experiments .. In the field 
experiments of solute migration in single fractures in the Stripa mine, Sweden (Abelin et al.. 1985; Nereto 
nieles. 1985), the observation that the amount and time of tracer returns at two near-by sampling points were 
very different, and that many of the neighboring collection holes registered no tracer (non-sorbing) return at 
all lends support to the channel nature of fluid Bow within a single fracture. 

The laboratory experiments of Pyrak et aI., (1985) and the field experiment carried out in a single frac
ture in Cornwell (Bourke et aI., 1985; P.J. Bourke, personal communication, 1986) also demonstrated that 
Bow in a single fracture took place in a limited number of channels. 

On the basis of theoretical and experimental observations referred to above, we have studied fluid flow 
and solute transport in a tight fractured medium in terms of flow through a limited number of tortuous and 
intersecting channels. These channels have variable apertures, b, along their lengtns. Figure la shows 
schematically the channeling effect in a single fracture. Each channel in Figure la is represented schemati
cally in Figure lb. It is defined by ~he aperture density distribution n(b) along its length. The channel 
width is assumed to be constant, of the same order as the correlation length, >'. since. by definition. the corre
lation length is the spatial range within which the apertures have similar values. The channel length does 
not equal the linear length between two points, but is not expected to vary more than a factor of two to 
three from the actual linear length. For a given aperture density distribution and correlation length. 
different realizations of statistically equivalent channels may be generated (Tsang and Tsang, U)86) using 
geostatistical methods. 

Figure 1. 

a 

b 

XBL 863·107101. 

(a) Schematic diagram of the channel representation of Buid flow in a single fracture. 
(b) Schematic sketch for one channel. 
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When a pressure difference is applied between two ends of a single fracture. flow takes place along a 
number. M, of these channels in the fracture plane. If we assume that a step function input of chemical 
solute (tracer) at constant concentration be injected at the high pressure end. we can calcul:>.te the tracer con
centration breakthrough curves at the exit end. Figures 2a through 2d show the tracer concentration break
through curves as a function of time for M ... 32. 16. 11 and 8, respectively. We note a rather steep rise in 
the concentration curves in the early times. then some "stair-step" structure due to the finite delay for the 
solute carried in the next channel to breakthrough. The early arrivals correspond to flow in fast channels. 
those with few very small a.perture constrictions. The steep rise therefore indicates that a large proportion of 
the total flow is in fast channels. In Figures 3a through 3d we reproduce the breakthrough curves from 
laboratory experiments (Moreno, et aI., 1985) performed on a single fracture in a 18.5 cm core. Careful 
examination of Figures 2 and 3 indicates that the prominent features in the theoretical curve based on the 
channel lIlodel are also evident in the observed curves. These features (such as the steep rise in tracer returns 
and the stair-step structures) are not found in the conventional advection-dispersion curves. We are aware of 
the fact that there are data measurement errors in the laboratory breakthrough data, hence raising a ques
tion made over the claim that the stair-step structure in the experimental breakthrough curve arises from the 
channel nature of the Bow. Discussions with Eriksen (private communication, 1086) who performed the 
experiments as shown in Figure 3 about the precision of the measurements led us to believe that the stair
step structures are not merely data scatter. 
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Figure 2. (a) - (d) Theoretical tracer concentration breakthrough curves for a set of M channels with 
common end point pressures PI and P2, with M ... 32, 16. 11 and 8 respectively. 
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Figure 3. (a) - (d) Tracer concentration breakthrough data from laboratory measurements on a single 
fracture in a granitic core 18.5 cm in height and 10 cm in diameter (~oreno et al.. 1085). The 
four curves correspond to different runs involving different injection flow rates and different 
tracers (NaLS or I). 

When the normal stress across a fracture is increased, the reduction in channel apertures affects the 
tracer breakthrough curves. One may starL with the experimental concentration breakthrough data such as 
in Figure 3c and interpret them in terms of our conceptual channel model. Making the assumption that all 
the apertures in the fracture are reduced by 6% due to the mechanical stress, a new tracer breakthrough 
curve may be derived (Fig. 4); This figure indicates that even with a small change in the mean Cracture aper
ture (6% reduction), a large change in the breakthrough curve resulted. The reason is that the small change 
affects significantly the constricted part of the channels, which controls the flow rates. Thus the signature of 
channeling in fracture is in the stair-step structure of the breakthrough curves and their sensitivity to stress 
applied acrOSS the fracture. These suggested possible coupled hydromechanicallaboratory experiments which 
may be performed in order to further investigate the channel nature of fluid flow in fractures. Note that 
these hydromechanical effects would not be expected if flow through fractures were approximated by flow 
between smooth parallel plates. 

Buoyancy Flow in a Two-Fracture Model 

The coupling of heat and fluid flow in porous media around a nuclear waste repository is studied by a 

number of authors. We made a study of such a coupled process in two intersecting fractures. These two 
fractures may be either one horizontal and one vertical (Wang et aI., 1980; Wang et al.. 1079) or both verti
cal (Wang and Tsang, 1080). Recent buoyancy flow studies (Tsang and Pruess, 1986: Pruess, et al., Hl85) 
also considered two-phase flow in a highly fractured porous medium, in which water vapor and air may also 
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Figure 4. 
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Predicted tracer concentration breakthrough curves for flow through a single fracture subject 
to normal stress, based on the laboratory data shown in Figure 3c. 

be present. In this case, for example, water may evaporate into vapor near heat source at the repository and 
condense as the vapor moves up away from it. For our present illustration of coupled buoyancy ftow we shall 
present the simple case of single phase flow in a system of one horizontal and one vertical fracture. 

It is well known that variations in the temperature of the rock mass cause changes in the density and 
viscosity of water in the rock fracture system and induce buoyant flows. The permeability of many crystal
line and argillaceous rocks arises mainly from the hydraulic conductivity of fractures. The concern on frac
ture ftow is related to the important question of the p<l5Sibility of waste components being carried by the 
fracture water from the repository to the surface. The model used is comprised of a horizontal fracture at 
the depth of repository connecting a recharge zone to the repository, which is also connected to a discharge 
zone in the opposite direction, and the horizontal fracture is intercepted by a vertical fracture from the 
center of the repository to the surface as shown in Figure 5. Before the repository is loaded and the rock 
mass subjected to changes in temperature, it is assumed that the original groundwater ftow is horizontal from 
recharge zone to discharge zone. As the rock temperature increases, the water initially at the depth of the 
repository will move upward in the vertical fracture by buoyancy forces. 

The repository'is assumed to have a radius, R, of 1500 m and is positioned at D =- 500 m or 1000 m 
below the land surface. The temperature rise is calculated by a heat conduction model assuming an instant 
emplacement of nuclear waste with a heat output density of 10 W 1m'!.. The heat power output variations 
with time are assumed to be given by P(t) ex lO(t/tor3/~ This corresponds approximately to the power out
put curve for spent fuel (Wang et aI., 1979). The thermal diffusivity for the rock formation (granite) is 
assumed to be 15 x 10-6 m2/sec and the thermal conductivity is 2.5 W /mj"C. The recharge and discharge 
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zones are assumed to be far away from the repository and maintained at normal hydrostatic pressure and 
ambient temperature. Before the emplacement of wastes, an ambient temperature field of 20 'C at ground 
surface and a normal geothermal gradient of 30 'C/km is assumed. The buoyancy force is proportional to 
the density contrast between the heated water in the vertical fracture and the cooled water in the recharge 
and discharge zones. In Figure 6, the upward movement of water initially at the depth of the repository is 
plotted as a function of time. The results in two cases, one with the repository at a depth of 500 m and the 
other at a depth of 1000 m are compared. There is little difference due to the change in depth. Essentially, 
the Bow of water as a result of buoyancy depends upon the average temperature of the water throughout the 
length of the vertical fracture. The more important factor affecting the buoyant Bow of groundwater is the 
ratio between the distance L from repository to the recharge zone and the depth D of the repository. For the 
particular case illustrated in Figure 6, the repository is assumed to be located a distance, L =- 5000 m, mid
way between the recharge and distance zone. The vertical and horizontal fractures are assume to have the 
same aperture b, .. bx ... l~m. 

In addition to the temperature change and hydrologic connecting distances Land D, the buoyant flow 
depends sensitively on the apertures and permeabilities of the fractures. For a fracture with aperture b, the 
permeability k =-b2/12 for laminar fracture flow (Lamb, 1032; Witherspoon et a!., 1080) is assumed in the 
calculation. If the horizontal fracture representing the recharge path from the surrounding formation has a 
given finite aperture, the dependence of the buoyant flow on the vertical aperture is of great interest. In Fig
ure 7, the results of a constant horizontal aperture bl - l~m and with a range of vertical apertures 

b, - 10 ~m. 1 lAm and 0.1 ~m are shown. The movement of the groundwater in the vertical Cracture is 

significantly slower both for the case of bz - 10 bl and of b, .. 0.1 bx than with bz - bl . For nonzero distance 

L and a finite horizontal aperture bl' the buoyant Bow does not become infinite as the vertical fracture aper
ture bz increases. On the contrary, the buoyancy flow decreases as b, increases. This can be easily explained 
by the fact that a large vertical fracture with large storage capacity reduces fluid Ilow velocity. Thus, the 
buoyant Bow in the vertical fracture is controlled by the finite recharge capacity through the horizontal frac
ture. 

Although the thermohydrological model used for the analysis above is very simple, it possesses the same 
physical behavior as that of the more complex repository systems. Accordingly, it should provide a good 
insight into the dynamics of the thermally-induced groundwater flow, and illustrate the sensitivity of this 
flow to various parameters. The actual numerical results should be considered as no more than an order of 
magnitude estimation. It must be pointed out also that the transport of nuclides does not take place at the 
same rate as that of the groundwater. Nuc:lide transport is retarded in a certain degree by various physical 
and chemical processes, such as sorption. 

+-- Initial flow 
¢- Induced buoyancy flow 

= Fractur •• (not to scal.) 

Horizontal 
frcx:tur. 

Q 
Vertical 
froctur. 

-i liz 

XBL 7810-11678 

Figure 5. Two-fracture model for simulating buoyant flow. 
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Figure 6. 

Figure 7. 
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Non-isothermal Hydrorracturing or a Porous Medium 

In this example of coupled process, we consider fluid injection into a fractnre embedded in a permeable 
porous medium (Noorishad and Tsang, 1087). In general. the deformation of fractured rocks in response to 
fluid pressurization (e.g., by fluid injection) is a well-known phenomenon. Repressurization of hydraulically 
induced fractures in hydrofracturing experiments is commonly used to obtain better estimates of in situ 
stresses. In this procedure the compressive stress in the fracture is neutralized by the pressure of the injected 
fluid, resulting in an increase in fracture aperture. The deformation process, both in the rock as a whole and 
in the fracture specifically, is a coupled phenomenon. Thus far, realistic simulation of fluid injection has not 
been possible because of the lack of data and the complexity of analysis. These limitations are even greater if 
one considers nonisothermal injection, which is used in hot-dry-rock experiments or cold-water flooding of oil 
reservoirs. Cold-water Booding entails a triply coupled thermohydromechanical (THM) process among the 
flow or heat, the flow of fluid, and the host medium deform ability. Theoretical developments of Nowacki 
(1062) and other observations (e.g., Stephens and Voight, 1082) have pointed to the important role of ther
mal stress in the process of rracture deformation. Even though the scarcity of data and complexity of the 
processes prevent the realistic simulation of THM phenomena, the availability of numerical procedures 
(Noorishad et aI., 1084) does allow a scoping analysis of some observations to be made. This calculation is 
intended to explain the observations made (or the case of cold-water flooding of an oil reservoir. 

Field equations of THM phenomena, the general setup of a THM initial boundary value problem, and a 
numerical solution approach are given in Noorishad et al. (1084). That work also provides a basis for an 
understanding of the role of the thermal stresses in the THM phenomena through inspection of the stress
strain relationship9t To investigate the role of thermal stresses in circumstances where transport of energy is 
enhanced by fluid flow, as well as in conjunction with the mechanical aspect of the flow of fluids, numerical 
techniques such as the code ROCMAS (Noorishad et ai., 1084) must be used. 

The numerical simulation in this work is based on semi-quantitative data on cold-water flooding experi
ments provided by an oil company. In these experiments, it was noticed that hydrofracturing and/or reopen
ing of existing (ractures in the warm reservoir consistently took place at pressure gradients that were about 
1.5 x 10-3 MPa/m less than the expected values. For a reservoir at a depth of about 3000 m, the above 
reduction in gradient implies a shut-in pressure reduction of about 5 MPa. using the code ROC~1AS we con
structed a hypothetical tw<>dimensional (x-y) model of the reservoir to study this problem. Figure 8 shows a 
sketch of the geometry and the initial and boundary data. In the field experiments, water is injected at con
stant rates until well pressure stabilizes: the rate is then increased by a constant amount, and the procedure 
continues for a period of a day or more, during which one or two hydrofacturing episodes is observed. A 
realistic simulation of the experiment is not possible; instead we seek a crude approximation. We do this by 

Constant 
P=27 MPa 
T = B2 Co 

~am~---A' 

1~·~---------------7400m----------------~ Boundary Traction 67 MPa 

FrClcture 0'2""0-0'.' 62'67 MPo 
Po.Z1 MFa 

Boundary Traction 67 MPa 

(xy) Section AA' 

To-Sle" 

Reservoir 

Figure 8. Schematic geometry of the non-isothermal fracturing model and initial and boundary condi
tions. 
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obtaining a THM response of the model though a series of steady-state HM calculations that use the results 
of a coupled transient thermal analysis. The approximation is justified because of the large difference 
between the time constants for fluid flow and heat flow. The fracture in the model is regarded to be closed 
initially (with aperture 10-7 m). Pressurization of the reservoir opens the fracture elastically against sus
tained compressive stresses. This increase in the aperture allows further penetration of the pressure front 
until the fracture ·goes into a tension state and hydrofracturing takes place. In the simulations, the 
occurrence of hydrofracturing is marked by instability of the system in the numerical solution. The presence 
of thermal stresses accelerates this phenomenon. Figure 9 show the results of an isothermal (ffil) calculation 
and nonisothermal (TIDvI) calculation of the model. As can be observed in the figure, the system become 
unstable at an injection pressure close to one order of magnitude less than that of isothermal injection calcu
lations. Figure 10 depicts the advancement of the thermal front in the fracture, and Figure 11 displays the 
calculated TH and TH.\1 pressure distributions in the fracture as they separate from each other with the 
advancement of time. 

Thermohydromechanical Process in a Fractured Porous Medium Around a Heat Source 

In this last example, we present the results, based on the numerical code ROCMAS used for the problem 
in the last section, of thermohydromechanical behavior of a (ractured porous medium around a nuclear waste 
canister hole (Noorishad et 301., 1984). The nuclear waste canister is represented by a 5-kW heater located at 

a depth of 350 m in granite. A horizontal fracture is assumed to lie 3 m below the heater mid-plane and to 
extend from the heater borehole to a hydrostatic boundary at a radial distance of 20 m from the borehole. 
The properties of rock and fractures are given in Noorishad et al. (1984) and the two-dimensional axisym
metric (r,z) finite-element grid is shown in Figure 12. The heater drift, approximated by cylinderical hatched 
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area. is simulated by assigning a very low value of Young's modulus to the elements. Before the heater raises 
the temperature of a large volume of rock, the flow from the hydrostatic outer boundary to the atmospheric 
("zero" hydraulic pressure) borehole is high. Later in time. with the heated rock above the fracture expand
ing and the fracture aperture near the heater borehole closing, the flow decreases sharply. as shown in Figure 
13. The evolution of the fracture aperture profile, together with the variations of the pressure and tempera
ture distributions, are shown in Figure H. As may be seen in the pressure-uistance graph of this figure, 
before the tapping of the fracture at D-day, Cull hydrostatic pressure prevails in the fracture. This pressure 
diminishes rapidly at O.25-day before a major development of the thermal front. However, as thermal 
stresses are established, the Cracture starts closing. As a result the pressure inside the fracture starts rising. 
thus leading to the establishment of full pressure in the fracture at 14-day, similar to the situation at D-day. 
These results may provide a better understanding of some of the observations made in the in situ heater 
experiments in the Stripa granite. The delayed responses of the extensometers in these experiments (Wither
spoon et ai., 19S1) may be explained by the closing of the fracture. Similarly, gradual stoppage of the water 
inflow into the heater borehole (Nelson et ai., 19S1) can be explained by the same phenomena. 

The above example indicates a case ("one-way coupling," Table I) where thermcrhydrcrmechanical 
changes take place in the field near a heat source. Such changes are hard to calculate if one considers the 
three phenomena T, H, M independently. 
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Concluding Comments 

The performance assessment of a nuclear waste geologic repository requires a capability to make predic
tions of transport of low concentrations oC radionuclides in the geologic Cormation for thousands of years. 
This represents a major challenge. The consideration of coupled processes provides a convenient framework 
to survey and address major elements that need to be evaluated or modelled in order to perform a proper 
safety assessment. Such a consideration has opened up new areas of research, such as combined effects of 
heat transfer, fluid pressure and mechanical stress-displacements in fractured rock masses. Chemical dissolu
tion and precipitation accompanied with temperature gradients and steam-water flows are also new areas of 
research currently underway. 

The present paper attempts to introduce the coupled processes framework, to describe four examples of 
specific coupled processes in fractured media and to provide references for further study. 
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